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Abstract

Natural photosynthesis relies on a sophisticated charge transfer pathway among multiple components with precise spatial, energetic, and temporal organizations in the aqueous environment. It continues to inspire and challenge the design and fabrication of artificial multi-component colloidal nanostructures for solar-to-fuel conversion. Herein we introduce a plasmonic photocatalyst synthesized with colloidal methods with five integrated components including co-catalysts installed in orthogonal locations. The precise deposition of individual inorganic components on an Au/TiO$_2$ nanodumbell nanostructure is enabled by photo-reduction and photo-oxidation which selectively occurs at the TiO$_2$ tip sites and Au lateral sites, respectively. Under visible light irradiation, the photocatalyst exhibited activity of oxygen evolution from water without scavengers. We demonstrate that each component is essential for improving the photocatalytic performance. In addition, mechanistic studies suggest that the photocatalytic reaction requires combining the hot charge carriers derived from exciting both the $d$-$sp$ interband transition and the localized surface plasmon resonance of Au.
Utilizing solar energy to effectively generate renewable fuels is a significant challenge attracting wide scientific attention. Both natural and artificial photosynthetic systems typically consist of multiple co-catalysts, charge acceptors, and light absorbers. An efficient design for solar-to-fuel conversion requires precise charge transfer pathways among different components. Such designs with high performance have been realized for lithographically fabricated structures used in photoelectrochemistry (PEC),

but they face some challenges for scaling to high volumes.

Differently, natural photosynthesis machinery built from nanoscale structural units organized in a highly ordered fashion is available on a planetary scale but is still low in power efficiency.

The bottom-up integration of all the artificial components to create a precise colloidal photosynthesizer remains extremely challenging with the current state of nanoscale synthesis, as it requires stringing together a particularly long series of orthogonal steps involving different inorganic materials.

There has been rapid progress in the synthesis and characterization of a large library of complex nanostructures containing multiple compositions including oxides, semiconductors, and metals. For the purpose of promoting photocatalytic reactions, nanostructures with the anisotropic design to collect photo-generated electrons and holes at separated sites are highly desired. Efficient anisotropic photocatalysts with two or three components can be synthesized by leveraging the chemical reactivity of different inorganic components or nanocrystal facets. Some of the most advanced examples include metal-tipped CdS nanorods, CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod structure with metal tips, and Pt-decorated Au/TiO$_2$ nanodumbells. Another fabrication strategy is photochemical deposition which relies on the guided flow of charges in a semiconductor or metal nanocrystal to reduce or oxidize precursors at specific locations of a nanoparticle.

Herein, we demonstrate that guided charge flow in the Au/TiO$_2$ nanodumbell structure can be harnessed to accurately photodeposit multiple inorganic components on either the TiO$_2$ tips or the lateral sites of the Au nanorod (NR). The plasmonic excitation of Au NR can generate hot electrons to be collected on the TiO$_2$ tips, leaving holes on the Au NR. Therefore, the sites of photo-reduction and photo-oxidation become well separated. With all the essential components, including Au, TiO$_2$, 
CoO, Pd, and Cr₂O₃, we construct a nanostructure with photocatalytic activity of oxygen evolution reaction (OER) from water without scavengers under visible light solar irradiation. Previously, colloidal plasmonic photocatalysts with fewer components have been shown to achieve hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) with hole scavengers. To achieve the more challenging OER reaction without using scavengers, the synthetic problem of integrating more components into a colloidal plasmonic photocatalyst needs to be tackled. This work is inspired by the earlier top-down lithographic work of Moskovits et al., who fabricated a plasmonic PEC device for water splitting by integrating Au, TiO₂, CoO, and Pt.

Au plasmonic absorbers have many desirable properties for photocatalysis, such as large absorption cross-section, tunable spectrum over the visible wavelengths, and intrinsically high photostability. The d-sp interband transition and the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of Au can both provide charge carriers covering a wide range of energies. In this work, we suggest that the photocatalytic OER without scavengers in water proceeds by combining the hot charge carriers derived from both the d-sp interband transition and the LSPR transition in a pathway resembling the Z-scheme in natural photosynthesis.

The architecture of the photocatalyst with all the integrated components is shown in Fig. 1a. The Au NR harvests photons by LSPR and d-sp interband transitions. Titanium dioxide caps on the two tips of the NR form two metal-semiconductor Schottky junctions to intercept the short-lived hot electrons generated from the LSPR modes. A thin cobalt oxide (CoOₓ) layer on the lateral sites functions as the OER co-catalyst. Palladium nanoparticles on the TiO₂ caps functions as the hydrogen evolution reaction HER co-catalyst. Finally, a thin layer of chromium oxide covers the Pd nanoparticles. The added design of a Cr₂O₃ layer blocks O₂ from reaching the Pd surface, and therefore reduces the oxygen reduction back reaction. As shown in Fig. 1b, the deposition of Pd, CoOₓ and Cr₂O₃ on Au/TiO₂ nanodumbbells is performed by photo-reduction or photo-oxidation of the metal precursor of each component in aqueous solutions under white light LED illumination. The CoOₓ was installed by photooxidation of CoCl₂ with sodium persulfate as the electron scavenger. The Pd and

Figure 1. a) A schematic illustration of the functional design of the integrated photocatalyst nanoparticle including all the individual components. b) The synthetic route with multi-step photodepositions that lead to the precisely integrated photocatalyst. c) Normalized absorption spectrum of the integrated photocatalyst.
Cr₂O₃ were installed by photoreduction of H₂PdCl₄ and K₂CrO₄, respectively, using methanol as the hole scavenger. The integrated photocatalyst performs oxidation on the CoOₓ sites and reduction on the Pd/Cr₂O₃ sites. This synthetic method does not require selective surface passivation using special surfactant ligands and is generalizable for depositing other metal or oxides.

The absorption spectrum of the integrated photocatalyst is shown in Fig. 1c. The spectrum is very similar to the spectrum of the Au NR at the beginning of the synthetic route, with minor shifts due to the local change of dielectric environments caused by the installation of each inorganic component (Fig. S6). The LSPR band includes a minor transverse mode centered at 533 nm and a major longitudinal mode centered at 705 nm. As the Au/TiO₂ junctions locate at the two tips of the NR, the longitudinal LSPR mode associated with the electron oscillations along the long axis of the NR is expected to play the major role for promoting the electron across the Schottky barrier. The sharper LSPR modes are convoluted with the broad d-sp interband transition of Au. For photon energy < 2.3 eV (540 nm), the absorption band is mostly attributed to the prominent longitudinal LSPR mode with the tail of d-sp interband transition of Au which can extend to around 1.7 eV (730 nm). For photon energy > 2.3 eV, the absorption band is dominated by the d-sp interband transition of Au and the transverse LSPR mode. As discussed below, we can analyze the roles played by LSPR and interband transitions in photocatalysis by applying long pass or short pass optical filters.
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images are displayed in Fig. 2a-2b. The size of the Au NRs was 38±4 nm in diameter and 92±8 nm in length. Under careful examination, a 3-5 nm thin layer of deposits composed of mostly cobalt oxides can be observed coating on the sides of the Au rods (Fig. S4b). The spherical Pd nanoparticles on TiO$_2$ have a diameter around 5-8 nm. Amorphous Cr$_2$O$_3$ are indistinguishable from the underlying TiO$_2$ due to similar contrast. To characterize the elemental distribution of the multi-component structure, energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectral mapping was performed using a scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) under the high-angle annular dark-field imaging (HAADF) mode. EDX spectra were integrated and compared between the tip region and the central region (Fig. 2c-2e). The Co and Au signals were mostly detected in the central region while the Ti, Cr, and Pd signals were mostly observed in the tip region. The EDX signals of each element were mapped onto the HAADF images of two integrated photocatalyst nanoparticles in Fig. 2f to demonstrate the accomplished site-selective depositions. Mappings were also performed at lower magnifications to confirm the homogeneity of the architecture (Fig. S7).
Photocatalytic measurements were performed using a xenon lamp with a 400 nm long-pass filter to simulate AM 1.5G solar irradiation. The filter excluded the excitation of TiO$_2$. The oxygen evolution rate of the nanoparticles dispersed in 0.1 M potassium borate buffer (pH = 9.5) was quantified \textit{in situ} by a calibrated Clark electrode. No sacrificial reagents were added. The solution was purged rigorously with argon prior to measurements. Upon irradiation, the Clark electrode started to reduce the generated O$_2$. The O$_2$ concentration in solution was proportional to the electrical current of reduction. The current eventually reached a steady-state (plateau in Fig. 3a) level as the O$_2$
generation rate equaled the consumption rate. The higher the O$_2$ evolution rate, the higher the concentration plateau would become. The steady-state condition was used to calculate the O$_2$ evolution rate (Fig. S9). The integrated photocatalyst did not change its structure during the photocatalytic tests.
(Fig. S11).
Figure 3. a) Photocatalytic performance monitored via in-situ oxygen concentration measurements when no redox scavengers were added. b) Comparison of the O2 evolution rate by various nanostructures. c) The proposed working principle of the photocatalyst utilizing carriers generated from both the interband and longitudinal LSPR transitions. d) The photocatalytic performance with different optical filters applied.

The performance of the integrated photocatalyst was compared with that of its precursors missing individual elements, and clearly demonstrated the necessity of incorporating all five components, each in their required position relative to the others (Fig. 3a and 3b). The O2 evolution by Au/TiO2/CoOx nanostructure was negligible due to the lack of HER sites. The deposition of cobalt oxide drastically improved the OER performance (Fig. S8), but HER activity is still required to balance the full redox cycle since no redox scavenger was added to the solution. With Pd incorporated, the O2 evolution rate of Au/TiO2/CoOx/Pd nanostructure reached 0.36 mmol·g⁻¹·h⁻¹. Furthermore, the full structure with Cr2O3 showed a much higher O2 evolution rate at 1.27 mmol·g⁻¹·h⁻¹. The fact that the Cr2O3 thin layer greatly improved the O2 evolution rate suggests that back reaction of O2 on Pd surfaces was an efficiency-limiting factor. Similar effects were previously reported similar effects of Cr2O3 layer deposited onto noble metals.35–37 The Cr2O3 layer is permeable to water, hydrated protons, and H2, but blocks O2. The possibility of back reaction was not surprising since HER and OER sites in our nanostructured photocatalyst were only separated by tens of nm. The higher photocatalytic activity of the fully integrated structure, as compared to its precursor structures with missing components, was also confirmed by measuring the HER activity using gas chromatography methods (Fig. S13). The pure oxygen production rate calculated from the Clark electrode measurements was about 10⁻¹¹ mol·s⁻¹, and the upper boundary for the rate of photo absorption was 3.26 × 10⁻⁷ einstein s⁻¹. Under the Z-scheme mechanism, the lower boundary of the apparent quantum yield for oxygen generation, defined as 2 × (4 × rate of O2 generation) / (rate of photon absorption), was calculated as 0.024%.46 The OER quantum efficiency of the Au-based system here is lower than the reported values of semiconductor-based nanosystems. For instance, a Pt/CdS nanorod system with molecular OER catalysts loaded on the lateral sites were reported to split water with a quantum efficiency of 0.27% and a O2 evolution rate per unit mass of 0.17 mmol·g⁻¹·h⁻¹.14 The relatively lower efficiency of Au-based system could be due to the fast cooling rates of hot carriers before they are transferred to catalytic sites. However, the OER
rate per unit mass of the Au-based system is relatively high as a result of the large extinction coefficients of the LSPR and interband transitions of Au.

The proposed energy diagrams for the integrated photocatalyst is depicted in Fig. 3c. The hot electron generated from the LSPR transition has the suitable energy to cross the Schottky barrier and drives HER; the hot hole deep in the $d$ band generated from the $d$-$sp$ interband transition has the suitable energy to transfer to $\text{CoO}_x$ and drives OER. The red arrow in Fig. 3c corresponds to the LSPR excitation generating a hot electron flowing across the Schottky barrier and a hole at the Fermi level of Au. The Fermi level of Au located at +0.87 eV is not energetic enough to drive OER on $\text{CoO}_x$. The $d$-$sp$ interband transition associated with the blue arrow promotes an electron from the $d$ band of Au to its Fermi level, forming a hot hole in the $d$ band.\textsuperscript{3,4,32} The electron at the Au Fermi level does not have enough energy to cross the Schottky barrier at the Au/TiO$_2$ interface, whereas a fraction of the hot hole deep in the $d$ band can be extracted to $\text{CoO}_x$ to drive OER before cooling to the Fermi level.\textsuperscript{3,49} When no scavengers were added to the photocatalytic test solution, oxygen evolution is only possible with hydrogen evolution to balance the redox cycle. Therefore, based on these energy diagrams, both the hot carriers derived from the LSPR transition and the interband transition are necessary for an Au NR absorber to account for the OER activity in Fig. 3a.

To verify the proposed charge transfer pathway in Fig. 3c, we applied optical filters and compared the photocatalytic performance to the white light excitation condition. When a 400 nm long-pass and a 560 nm long-pass filters were combined, we excited mostly the longitudinal LSPR mode with some contribution from the $d$-$sp$ interband transition. When a 400 nm long-pass and a 530 nm short-pass filters were combined, we excited the $d$-$sp$ interband transition and the transverse LSPR mode. The lamp intensity was adjusted to account for the optical loss of filters and maintain the spectral density of different excitation wavelengths at the AM 1.5G level with different filter sets. As shown in Fig. 3d, without any redox scavenger added, no oxygen production was observed when either the 560 nm long pass filter or the 530 nm short pass filter was applied. Oxygen evolution occurs readily when only the 400 nm long pass filter was applied. The data in Fig. 3d is consistent with the
mechanism that the longitudinal LSPR and the interband transition are each largely responsible for a half-reaction, and the full water splitting reaction could not proceed when either of the half-reactions was turned off. The lack of OER activity with the 530 nm short pass filter also suggests that the transverse LSPR mode is inefficient at promoting hot electrons across the Schottky barriers, because the hot electrons derived from the transverse LSPR mode mostly localizes at the lateral site of Au NR. To consolidate the proposed charge transfer mechanism, HER activity was also demonstrated to require the excitation of both the LSPR and interband transitions so that the full redox reaction can be balanced without scavengers (Fig. S13).

It has been demonstrated previously that the LSPR transitions alone can drive the HER half reaction in Au/TiO$_2$ Schottky junctions when hole scavengers are present.$^{22-24}$ When the electron scavenger potassium persulfate was added, we further demonstrate that the excitation with the 530 nm short pass filter alone can account for nearly all the OER activity of white light excitation, while the excitation with the 560 nm long pass filter generates negligible OER activity (Fig. S12). Unlike the case for HER, electrons at the Fermi level of Au have enough potential to reduce the persulfate anions. Therefore, exciting the interband transition alone should be sufficient to produce oxygen with persulfate present. Though the excitation conditions with long or short pass filters cannot absolutely separate out the interband and LSPR transitions,$^{40,50}$ the clear absence of OER activity when applying the 560 nm long pass filter suggests that the longitudinal LSPR mode does not contribute significantly to OER activity in the integrated photocatalyst.

It is rare for a single optical absorption band to possess the suitable energy levels to drive both the HER and OER while covering well the solar wavelength range.$^{51}$ Natural and artificial photosynthetic systems often contain multiple absorbers in the HER and OER units working in tandem to drive the overall reaction. Our results here suggest that the charge carriers generated from the longitudinal LSPR and the interband transitions in the same nanoparticle work in tandem to achieve a full water splitting reaction. This mechanism does not imply that the photocatalyst requires a simultaneous two-photon absorption exciting both the longitudinal LSPR and interband transitions to
function. The charge carriers from different transitions can flow tandemly as long as the charge separation lifetime is sufficiently long to accumulate charges between sequential photoexcitation events. For future work, transient absorption measurements could be carried out to directly track the charge transfer pathway in the integrated system. The multiple interfaces between different material components could potentially generate charge trapping sites which are not well characterized within the scope of this work. Improved junction designs at the Au/CoO₃ and Au/TiO₂ interfaces could be crucial for further enhancing the hot carrier harvesting efficiency. The solution phase photoredox deposition strategy demonstrated here can be used to precisely fabricate complex inorganic colloidal building blocks and assemblies with potential applications in energy harvesting, catalysis, plasmonics, and nanoelectronics.
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